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FREE OUTDOOR MUSIC
AND DANCE FESTIVAL
VPAC LAWN AND COURTYARD
VPAC honors arts and culture from around the globe, and uplifts
the artists who honor what is most elemental to all of us — H2O.
Six Los Angeles ensembles representing six regions of the world
Brazil — Ballet Folclorico do Brasil
West Africa — Futa Toro West African
Drummers & Dancers
Mexico — Las Colibrí
Japan — On Ensemble
Middle East — Yuval Ron Ensemble
Special appearance by The Nile Project
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VPACatCSUN

THE NILE PROJECT

Hawaii — Halau Keali’i O Nalani

A NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

L

os Angeles is “hot.” I don’t mean the
temperature outside. I mean that the degree
of excellence and innovation among Los
Angeles artists has climbed to an all-time high.

In addition to serving our audience at VPAC,
we also make it a priority to serve Los Angeles
artists—to provide them a venue, to offer VPAC’s
support and expertise, to inspire collaboration
and to envision new works. Just this year,
VPAC has brought to the stage a long list of
local artists—YOLA in collaboration with the
LA Philharmonic, Culture Clash, Pacifico Dance
Company, Las Cafeteras, and Serj Tankian.
In the coming months, we’ll bring La Santa
Cecilia, the Colburn Orchestra, New West
Symphony with conductor Richard Kaufman
performing the score to uster eaton’s film
The General, and a world premiere by L.A.
choreographer Cherice Barton performed by
Aspen Santa Fe Ballet.
When I decided that VPAC would participate in
the worldwide celebration of composer John Adams’ 70th birthday, I chose two local artists
to lead the charge—Christopher Rountree of wild Up and Patrick Scott of Jacaranda. These
visionaries are turning Los Angeles into a hotbed for contemporary classical music. And when
seeking to fill a hole in our family programming, I turned to local animator Micah ChambersGoldberg and director Michael Matthews to create a new production of Hansel & Gretel. As
part of VPAC’s free performances, on February 25 we will bring six world music and dance
ensembles from Los Angeles to the VPAC lawn and courtyard for an afternoon festival that we
will call Global Currents.
Thank you for joining us in supporting these Los Angeles-based artists. They not only deserve to
be seen and heard, they deserve our support in making Los Angeles a global leader in the arts.
Warmly,

Thor Steingraber, xecutive Director
Valley Performing Arts Center
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SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

Check-in on Facebook, tag us in your Instagram photos, Snapchat your moments
or trend with us on Twitter.
/ VPACatCSUN

President, CSUN

Dr. Dianne . Harrison
Vice President of
Administration and
Finance, CSUN

Colin Donahue

Executive Director, VPAC

Thor Steingraber
Associate Executive
Director, VPAC

Terence Mc arland
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THE GENERAL
RICHARD KAUFMAN, CONDUCTOR

NEW WEST SYMPHONY
SAT MAR 25 | 8PM

VPACatCSUN

VPAC SPOTLIGHT

I

’ve always said if you’re going to do

accounting, it may as well be fun! As

supervisor of accounting operations at

VPAC, I am thankful to do the work that I like,
for a department that I love.

I joined CSUN eight years ago, when the
University only had the Plaza del Sol

Performance Hall. I find no better way to

enjoy accounting than in an entertainment

environment. My previous experience in this
field includes working with The Walt Disney
Company and Sony Pictures Entertainment.
VPAC’s financial and accounting operations

touch every area of our organization—from
the processing of ticket sales, to purchasing
world-class pianos, to finalizing timely

payments so we can build a stage in the

middle of campus. We work closely with our

production team to ensure they have the equipment and materials needed for their behind-thescenes operations, as well as provide support for our marketing department with their ongoing
needs in a fast-paced environment. My team has strong relationships with various University
departments to help ensure our operations run smoothly.

Through my work at VPAC, I’ve been exposed to the arts in ways that I would never have

imagined. Sometimes, I come just for the sake of seeing our Great Hall bustling with happy,

engaged guests, who are excited to spend time in our venue seeing an artist they love. There is a
wonderful sense of pride that comes with seeing people who are happy to be in our space.

I could have never guessed driving by the construction at Nordhoff and Lindley in 2009 and
wondering what the University was building, that one day I would be blessed to work in

that very building, and be part of such a great department on the campus of an even greater
University.

Sheryl Jones

Administrative Analyst, Operations
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ST. LAWRENCE STRING QUARTET

PROGRAM

ST. LAWRENCE
STRING QUARTET

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3 | 8PM

MEDIA SPONSOR KUSC
THIS PERFORMANCE IS GENEROUSLY
SUPPORTED BY THE COLBURN FOUNDATION
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PROGRAM

First Quartet (2008) ................................................................... John Adams (b. 1947)
Movement I
Movement II

INTERMISSION

Quartet in A minor, Op. 132 (1824-5)......Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Assai sostenuto — Allegro
Allegro ma non tanto
Molto adagio — Andante
[‘Sacred Song of Thanksgiving to the Deity from a Convalescent, in the Lydian
Mode’]
Alla marcia, assai vivace — Piu allegro
Allegro appassionato — Presto

ST. LAWRENCE STRING QUARTET
GEOFF NUTTALL — Violin
OWEN DALBY — Violin
LESLEY ROBERTSON — Viola
CHRISTOPHER COSTANZA — Cello
The St. Lawrence String Quartet appears by arrangement with David Rowe Artists
www.davidroweartists.com
St. Lawrence String recordings can be heard on EMI Classics and ArtistShare
www.artistshare.com
The St. Lawrence String Quartet is Ensemble-in-Residence at Stanford University
www.slsq.com
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PROGRAM NOTES

that I should be doing, but I dove right in,”
Adams said.

Given its première at the Juilliard School

JOHN ADAMS

First Quartet (2008)

on anuary

difficult challenges a composer can take on,

the length of the second. It opens in a rhyth-

String quartet writing is one of the most

American composer John Adams once said.
Adams is not a string player and views the

medium of quartet writing a matter of very
long-term work in progress.’ His on-going
collaboration with the SLS

has resulted in

three substantial half-hour works that occupy
a significant corner of a large catalog. The
two most recent were both completed in
20

after a long gestation a Second Quartet

and Absolute Jest, for quartet and orchestra,

based on fragments of two of Beethoven’s

late quartets and commissioned by the San

Francisco Symphony to celebrate its centen-

nial season. The 2 -minute First Quartet was
the earliest, in 200 .

riginally the only work

with a generic title in Adams’s catalog, it’s

an intriguingly direct, no-nonsense header

from a composer known for evocative titles

that invite immediate investigation. It follows
an earlier string quartet titled John’s Book
of Alleged Dances
ronos

99

, written for the

uartet and for performance with

the pre-recorded sounds of a prepared piano.
A five-minute second string quartet, Fellow
Traveler 200

, was a 0th birthday present

for director Peter Sellars, with whom Adams
has collaborated on several major, often

controversial, often hugely successful stage

works, over the past three decades. It was a
characteristically compelling SLS

perfor-

mance of Alleged Dances and Beethoven’s Op.
2 that led to the commission for today’s

string quartet. I got about 0 other things

, 2009, Adams’s First Quartet is

in two movements, the first more than twice

mically driven, pulsing manner, as fragments
of a theme are passed from one instrument

to another, creating a constantly shifting tex-

ture. “I started out as a young composer very
in uenced by American minimalism and you
can still hear vestiges of this in the quartet,

Adams said at the Canadian première of the
piece at the Banff Centre. “You can hear a
very strong sense of beat. The first move-

ment starts in a very ticking, energized way

and then lyrical shapes start filtering in and

out. That basic sense of pulsation—a regular
ticking—is present throughout the piece.”

The opening movement is essentially three

movements in one, played without break. In
the central slow movement, recitative-like
declamations from solo instruments are

juxtaposed with more re ective ensemble

passages. This leads to a spiky scherzo (“a

crazy little scherzo , which soon fades away
into wisps of sound and a tranquil close. The

energy and momentum of the work’s opening
is played out in the pulsing finale.

“This piece was inspired by this wonder-

ful quartet, the SLS , Adams says. I was

reminded how much the sound of the string
quartet is like elevated human discourse.

It’s like speech brought to the highest, most

sublime level in the hands of a great compos-

er. So I wanted to attempt to express my own
voice in the medium of the quartet.

Program notes © 2016 Keith Horner.

Comments welcomed: khnotes@sympatico.ca
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ST. LAWRENCE STRING QUARTET

“A sound that has just about everything one wants from a quartet, most notably precision,
warmth and an electricity that conveys the excitement of playing whatever is on their
stands at the moment.” —The New York Times
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Quartet in A minor, Op. 132 (1824-5)

The five string quartets and Grosse Fuge

that Beethoven composed during the last

five years of his life mark the pinnacle of his
chamber music. Ideas from one spill over
to the next. The A minor quartet was the

second of the sequence to be completed and
was originally laid out in four movements.
Then, in the spring of

2 , eethoven fell

seriously ill with a variety of debilitating

diseases. Toward the end of May, he began
to recover and the change in his physical

well-being had a profound impact on the

quartet. A central slow movement was the
immediate result. Beethoven marked it

Sacred Song of Thanksgiving to the Deity from
a Convalescent. It is one of the most sublime

pieces of music ever written—and one of the
longest quartet movements at almost half

the length of the quartet itself. Its contem14

plative stillness is enhanced by the conscious
use of an old church mode known as the

Lydian mode. Beethoven mentions it in the

score, as if to remind us that the old church
modes, with their spiritual, often mystical

and tonally ambiguous connotations, were a
deep source of inspiration in his late works.

The slow movement’s successive alternations
of Adagio and Andante bring new expres-

sions of relief from the composer. These are
noted in the margin of his score as ‘Feeling

new strength’ and ‘You returned my strength
to find me in the evening’ and, in the final
section, ‘With the most intimate feeling.’

Because of the generally dark character of

much of the quartet, this transcendental slow
movement seems to radiate inner release
from outward suffering.

Beethoven made this huge slow movement

the centerpiece of a vast, arch-like structure.
The quartet opens with an Allegro, built

around two contrasting themes, and present-

ing a thread of unresolved contradictions. The

Fiercely committed to collaboration with

living composers, the SLS ’s fruitful partner-

movement departs from conventional form as

ship with Adams, Jonathan Berger, Osvaldo

Its central pastoral episode, nominally a trio

the finest additions to the quartet literature

does the substantial scherzo, which follows.

section, begins with a musette-like theme high
on the first violin. It continues with a ländler
theme, which Beethoven wrote down in his
sketchbook when he first went to Vienna

many years earlier. After the sublime, heavenly slow movement, the mood is abruptly

broken by a march—which brings us back to

earth with a bump. As in the Ninth Symphony,
an instrumental recitative leads to the finale.

Golijov and many others has yielded some of
in recent years. The

uartet is also especially

dedicated to the music of Haydn, and are

recording his groundbreaking set of six Op.

20 quartets in high-definition video for a free,
universal release online in 20

. According to

The New Yorker, “...no other North American
quartet plays the music of Haydn with more
intelligence, expressivity and force...”

stablished in Toronto in 9 9, the SLS

Its impassioned, waltz-like theme, which gives

quickly earned acclaim at top international

fact, originally designed to be the finale of the

playing hundreds of concerts per year world-

way to an unequivocal feeling of joy, was, in

chamber music competitions and was soon

Ninth before Beethoven decided on a choral

wide. They established an ongoing residency

feeling of transcendence and triumph.

recordings for MI of music by Schumann,

ending for this work. Both works end with a
Program notes © 2016 Keith Horner.

Comments welcomed: khnotes@sympatico.ca
ST. LAWRENCE STRING QUARTET

Modern...dramatic...superb...wickedly

at Spoleto Festival USA, made prize-winning
Tchaikovsky and Golijov, earning two Grammy nominations and a host of other prizes
before being appointed ensemble-in-residence at Stanford University in 999.
At Stanford, the SLS

is at the forefront of

attentive...with a hint of rock ‘n roll ener-

intellectual life on campus. The SLS

musical phenomenon that is the St. Lawrence

program and frequently collaborates with

gy...” are just a few ways critics describe the
String

uartet. The SLS

is renowned for

the intensity of its performances, its breadth
of repertoire and its commitment to concert
experiences that are at once intellectually

exciting and emotionally alive. Highlights
in 20

-20

include performances of ohn

directs

the music department’s chamber music

other departments, including the Schools of

Law, Medicine, usiness and ducation. The
uartet performs regularly at Stanford Live,

hosts an annual chamber music seminar, and
runs the merging String

uartet Program

through which they mentor the next genera-

Adams’s Absolute Jest for string quartet and

tion of young quartets. In the words of Alex

Philharmonic, and with Marin Alsop and the

are remarkable not simply for the quality of

orchestra with Gustavo Dudamel and the LA

Baltimore Symphony, as well as the European
premieres of Adams’s second string quartet.

Ross of The New Yorker: “The St. Lawrence

their music making, exalted as it is, but for
the joy they take in the act of connection.”
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THE SUMMIT

PROGRAM

THE SUMMIT:
THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER
& TAKE 6

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9 | 8PM

MEDIA SPONSOR KJAZZ
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“When it comes to vocal power, The Manhattan Transfer set the bar.” —Dallas Morning News
THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER
Celebrating their

th anniversary in 20

The Manhattan Transfer continues to set the

irdland

with lyrics by on Hendricks

est

azz usion Performance, Vocal or Instrumental

,

standard as one of the world’s greatest and most

and Siegel won for Best Arrangement for Voices.
In 9

, The Manhattan Transfer’s Vocalese

innovative vocal groups. Winners of 0 Grammy

made history as the single greatest Gram-

this amazing quartet is building upon the ex-

with 2 nominations. Vocalese, which featured

Awards, with millions of records sold worldwide,
traordinary legacy created by founder Tim Hauser who organized the four-part harmony group

on ctober , 9 2, in New ork City. Now consisting of anis Siegel alto , Alan Paul tenor ,

Cheryl entyne soprano , and newcomer Trist

Cureless bass , who replaced Hauser following
his passing on ctober

, 20

, the group is

proud to extend Hauser’s vision more than four
decades later.

Defying categorization, The Manhattan Trans-

fer became the first act to win Grammy Awards

jazz legends Dizzy Gillespie, on Carter and the
Count Basie Orchestra, changed the perception
of The Manhattan Transfer from pop singer to

jazz artists. Vocalese earned two more Grammys:

est azz Vocal Performance, Duo or Group and
est Vocal Arrangement for Two or More Voices

for “Another Night in Tunisia” (won by Bentyne
and obby Mc errin .

In addition to Mc errin, The Manhattan

Transfer has sung with many more great vo-

calists, including Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett,

Smokey obinson, ette Midler, Phil Collins, . .

in the pop and jazz categories in one year, 9

King, Chaka Khan, James Taylor and Frankie

est Pop Performance by a Duo or Group with

Valli of The Four Seasons.

Vocal for “Boy From New York City” (a cover of
the 9

my-nominated album in history in one year

As The Manhattan Transfer endures with their

song by The Ad Libs , and est azz

new lineup, they’re returning to the road for

Performance Duo or Group for Until I Met ou
Corner Pocket .

eginning with their first performances in the

9 0s, the members of the Vocal Hall of ame

a very special collaboration, joining Take
ctober 20

through March 20

. As the group

have become cornerstones of contemporary mu-

looks to record its 0th album in 20

rating pop, jazz, R&B, rock and roll, swing, sym-

extremely enthusiastic about the future.

sic, known for their amazing versatility, incorpophonic and a cappella music. In their

years,

the group has attained incredible longevity

while navigating devastating obstacles. In 9

a car accident caused original member Laurel

Masse to leave the group. She was replaced by

Cheryl Bentyne who made her recording debut
on the 9 9 Extensions album, which won two
Grammys for their cover of Weather Report’s
18

,

on

The Summit Tour across the United States from
the

first new CD in eight years the members are
After

years, The Manhattan Transfer

continues to raise the bar and set even higher
standards.
TAKE 6
Take

is Claude Mc night, Mark ibble, oel

ibble, Dave Thomas, Alvin Chea and hris-

tian Dentley. Heralded by uincy ones as the
baddest vocal cats on the planet, Take

is

the quintessential a cappela group and model

the name Alliance. However, when they signed

in crystal clear harmony against a backdrop of

found there was another group with the same

for vocal genius. Six virtuosic voices are united
syncopated rhythms, innovative arrangements
and funky grooves that bubble into an intoxi-

cating brew of gospel, jazz, R&B and pop. With
praise from such luminaries as Ray Charles,

Stevie Wonder, Brian Wilson, Ella Fitzgerald and
Whitney Houston, Take

is recognized as the

pre-eminent a capella group in the world.

With the popularity of televised vocal compe-

titions and the mania over singing-driven, comedy dramas like Glee and Smash, Take

is the

to eprise ecords Warner ros. in 9

, they

name, so they became Take . Says Mc night
“It pretty much was a play on the Take 5 jazz

standard and the fact that there are six of us in

the group, so it became Take . Their self-titled
debut CD won over jazz and pop critics, scored
two 9

Grammy Awards, landed in the Top

Ten Billboard Contemporary Jazz and Con-

temporary Christian Charts, and they’ve never
slowed down.

What’s behind Take ’s success The answers

original torchbearer. Two major recent events

are direct and simple: faith, friendship, respect

among a gathering of stars, including Celine

mas show to their innovative symphony shows

reminded everyone of this as Take

triumphed

Dion, Lionel ichie, ustin Timberlake, Stevie

Nicks and Ne-Yo. At Walmart’s 50th Anniversary
celebration, Take

captivated the audience with

its rendition of the Louis Armstrong hit, “What A

and love of music. From their exceptional Christto their new album Believe, these qualities are at
the heart of the Take

phenomenon.

ABOUT THE SUMMIT

TH SUMMIT The Manhattan Transfer meets

Wonderful World.” Showing the global reach of

Take

with Ladysmith lack Mambazo to a stand-

20 Grammy Awards between them, these two

this phenomenal group, Take

closed the show

ing ovation! Two weeks later at the behest of
legendary producer Phil amone, Take

thrilled

a sold-out audience at the Songwriters Hall of

is one of the most unique and thrilling

musical collaborations ever assembled. With

musically iconic groups have joined forces to
perform together.

Unlike other music co-bills or meetings, The

Fame Awards, performing with and honoring

Manhattan Transfer and Take

classic Stand y Me. As a group that knows

finale. They have created musical moments on

legendary singer-songwriter Ben E. King on his
no musical bounds, the members then brought
the house down with their tribute to folk icon

Woody Guthrie with “This Land Is Your Land.”
Take

has come a long way from its days at

Huntsville, Alabama’s akwood College where

Mc night formed the group as The Gentleman’s

state uartet in 9 0. When tenor ibble heard

the group rehearsing in the dorm bathroom,

he joined in the harmonies and performed on
stage that night. Shortly afterward, they took

were not content

to sing a set and simply join each other for a

stage—singing and performing nearly a dozen

songs together—during this show. You will experience the creativity, excitement and renowned

performances that only two phenomenal groups
can bring to one stage, in-the-moment.
MUSICIANS

aron Gershovsky

Boris Kazlov — Bass
oss Pederson

Music Director Piano

Drums
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CHRISTOPHER ROUNTREE

PROGRAM

WILD UP
ADAMS / PUNK ROCK /
PLAYER PIANO
CHRISTOPHER ROUNTREE, CONDUCTOR
FEATURING: HALLELUJAH JUNCTION &
SHAKER LOOPS BY JOHN ADAMS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16 | 8PM

MEDIA SPONSOR KUSC

21

completely bootstrapped project of wild Up’s

ORCHESTRA
ERIN MCKIBBEN  Flute
CLAIRE BRAZEAU  Oboe
BRIAN WALSH  Clarinet
ARCHIE CAREY  Bassoon
CHRIS KALLMYER  Trumpet & Guitar
RICHARD VALITUTTO  Piano, Soloist
GLORIA CHENG  Piano, Soloist
MATT COOK  Percussion
ANDREW THOLL  Violin 1
ADRIANNE POPE  Violin 2
CAITLIN KELLEY  Violin 3
LINNEA POWELL  Viola
DEREK STEIN  Cello 1
ASHLEY WALTERS  Cello 2
STEPHEN PFEIFER  Bass
CHRISTOPHER ROUNTREE  Conductor
Program announced from the stage
WILD UP

wild Up is a modern music collective an

Artistic Director and Conductor Christopher

Rountree: after graduate school, Rountree re-

turned to Los Angeles wanting to create an ensemble made up of young musicians, a group

that would reject classical music’s most outdated traditions and embrace unusual venues and
programs that throw the classical repertoire

into the context of pop culture, new music and
performance art. The group’s first few concerts
at art studios and rock clubs around L.A. cre-

ated a fervent fanbase of true believers. Then
UCLA’s Hammer Museum tapped wild Up as

the museum’s first-ever rchestra in esidence,
and after dozens of concerts in the Hammer’s
halls, courtyards and galleries, the L.A. Times
proclaimed the group

est Classical Music of

20 2. It was off to the races, as wild Up began
working with musical and cultural institutions
around the world.

This year wild Up is Group in Residence

adventurous chamber orchestra a Los Ange-

at National Sawdust in Williamsburg. They

creating visceral, thought-provoking happen-

on both coasts including the work of Ellen

les-based group of musicians committed to

ings. wild Up believes that music is a catalyst
for shared experiences, and that a concert

premiere a few handfuls of pieces and shows
eid, Ted Hearne, Clara Iannotta, Christopher
ountree, Andrew McIntosh, Andrew Green-

venue is a place to challenge, excite and ignite

wald and Richard Valitutto and Archie Carey’s

wild Up has been called “Best in Classical

resurrect works of Graham, Barber and Chavez

a community of listeners.
Music 20

and

a raucous, grungy, irre-

sistibly exuberant fun-loving, exceptionally

virtuosic family” by Zachary Woolfe of the New
York Times, “Searing. Penetrating. And thrilling” by Fred Child of Performance Today and

Magnificent by Mark Swed of the Los Angeles

Times. ver the last five years, wild Up has

collaborated with orchestras, rock bands and
cultural institutions around the world.

The group began in 20 0 as a self-funded,
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realization of Scriabin’s Mysterium. They help
with the Martha Graham Dance Company

make an album with Pulitzer finalist Chris

Cerrone headline the Carlsbad Music estival
play four solo shows at The Getty celebrate

John Adams 70th birthday with a show called
“Adams, punk rock and player piano music”
at VPAC continue irst Take, a new opera

workshop with The Industry and are featured
with two concerts on a 2-hour festival of Los
Angeles new music hosted by the LA Phil at

WILD UP
Walt Disney Concert Hall.

Landau, and producer Valgeir Sigurðsson, re-

with the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra and

composer Ellis Ludwig-Leone and rock band

The group has been Ensemble in Residence

played numerous programs with the Los Angeles Philharmonic including the Phil’s Brooklyn

estival, Minimalist ukebox estival and Next

on Grand Festival. They started an ongoing education partnership with the Colburn School,

taught Creativity and Consciousness at Bard’s
Longy School, led composition classes with

the American Composers Forum and American
Composers Orchestra, and founded and an
intensive educational program with the LA

Philharmonic in which 0 young composers
and a faculty of eight legendary composers

corded in eykjavik, Iceland they played with
San Fermin under a tyrannosaurus rex at the

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles they

premiered and recorded an opera by Lewis Pesacov of afrobeat band Fool’s Gold about the
end of the Mayan Calendar they performed

Mica Levi of Micachu and the Shapes’ score of
the Scarlett ohansson film Under the Skin
at the Regent Theater, Jon Brion’s score to

Punch Drunk Love with oanna Newsom,

and will perform the score to

vil Dead this

Halloween at the AC hotel in downtown L.A.
The past season, wild Up was Ensemble in

meet to collaborate on new work.

Residence with Jennifer Koh and Shai Wosner

classical music in L.A., wild Up also embraces

group will premiere a few dozen new works,

While the group is part of the fabric of

indie music collaborations. The group has an

album on Bedroom Community Records with
Bjork’s choir Graduale Nobili, vocalist Jodie

at the Laguna each Music estival and the
including composer David Lang’s Anatomy

Theater” at the L.A. Opera. In October, wild

Up made their New York debut on the Amer23

WILD UP
ican Composers Orchestra’s SONiC festival

silhouettes washing blood out of rags in a

selected by the NY Times as “Best Classical

abandoned warehouse watch a violinist cut-

with a new program called “West,” which was
Music 20

.

wild Up has been featured at numerous

West Coast cultural spaces including the Music
Academy of the West, Santa Barbara Arts

and Lectures, the road Stage, ipper Hall
at the Colburn School,

DCAT, Walt Disney

Concert Hall, eyond aroque, the Armory

Center for the Arts, Santa Ana Sites and Echo

bathroom hear Stravinsky pouring out of an

ting himself out of duct tape with a razor as his
amplified violin sits gathering feedback and

witness as a long lost John Adams suite comes
alive at Walt Disney Concert Hall. Conductor

and composer Christopher Rountree is stand-

ing at the intersection of classical music, new
music, performance art and pop.
ountree,

, is the founder, conductor

Park’s Jensen Rec Center. Their recordings of

and creative director of the pathbreaking L.A.

geles composers have been featured on KUSC,

been called “Searing. Penetrating. And Thrill-

Shostakovich, zewski, Messiaen and Los AnWN C, 2, P

, Alex oss’s blog The est Is

Noise and American Public Media’s Perfor-

chamber orchestra wild Up. The group has

ing” by NPR’s Performance Today and named
est Classical Music of 20

by the New York

mance Today,” among many others.

Times. wild Up started in 20 0 with no funding

CHRISTOPHER ROUNTREE,

vision of a world-class orchestra that creates

MUSIC DIRECTOR

We see Lady Macbeth in a dozen crooning
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and no musicians, driven only by Rountree’s

visceral, provocative experiences that are unmoored from classical traditions.

Whether he’s conducting, composing or cu-

rating a program, Rountree’s approach—with
its “infectious enthusiasm” (L.A. Times and
“elegant clarity” (New York Times

is united

Last year, Rountree made his Chicago Sym-

phony, LA Opera and Atlanta Opera debuts,

returned to the Music Academy of the West, to

nsemble LP at le poisson rouge, and twice

by extremely high energy and a deeply en-

to the San Francisco Symphony’s SoundBox

and audience.

Orchestra on the New York Philharmonic’s

gaged relationship between a score, musicians
“For most people, programming and con-

series, conducted the Interlochen World Youth
20

iennial, premiered David Lang’s new op-

ducting are about restraint, intellect. I want

era Anatomy Theater, joined Jennifer Koh and

there. To make something searing, on fire, and

Music estival, and conducted Diavolo’s new

to get rid of restraint: I want to go all the way
raw. The authentic thing, with its soul bared
and teeth gritted,” Rountree says. “I want to
empower musicians. I want to energize an

audience. It’s not that I’m a ‘conduit for the
score’—everyone in the hall is a part of a

Shai Wosner with wild Up at the Laguna Beach
show “L’Espace du Temps: Glass, Adams, and

Salonen.” As a composer, his recent premieres
and commissions include a new piece for The

Crossing at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, a

re-orchestration of Esa-Pekka Salonen’s Foreign

circuit that connects the conductor, the mu-

Bodies a choral work for jork’s choir Grad-

shouldn’t leave people when people leave the

on Stephen Mitchell’s Rilke for friends Aperture

sicians, the score and the listeners. A concert
concert hall.”

If there is a dam separating establishment

classical music from more adventurous forms,

ountree finds himself spilling over both sides

—conducting Opera Omaha here, and writing
experimental metal for the group gnarwhallaby there.

uale Nobili in eykjavik, Iceland a piece based

Duo, odie Landau and Danielle irrittella and
two new pieces for Jennifer Koh: a short solo

theater piece on the New York Philharmonic’s
Biennial and a large scale concerto co-com-

missioned by the Los Angeles Philharmonic for
Jenny and wild Up.

In past years, Rountree founded an educa-

In the coming year, Rountree makes his

tion intensive with the Los Angeles Philhar-

Brook’s La Tragédie de Carmen, and with the

the Colburn School, founded an opera work-

debut with San Diego pera, conducting Peter
itchener-Waterloo Symphony he helps resur-

rect works of Graham, Barber and Chavez with
the Martha Graham Dance Company makes a
forthcoming album with Pulitzer finalist Chris
Cerrone and leads wild Up as Group in Resi-

dence at National Sawdust in Williamsburg. He

returns to the Los Angeles Philharmonic as part
of a 2-hour festival celebrating ohn Adams
and new music in LA, and to Opera Omaha,
conducting onathan Dove’s Flight.

monic, continued an education partnership at
shop with The Industry, and taught “Creativity
and Consciousness” at Bard College’s Longy

School. He debuted pera maha performing
John Adams’ “A Flowering Tree,” debuted on
the San Francisco Symphony’s SoundBox se-

ries, and started a three-year stint as guest conductor of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra.

With his eclectic style and resume, he’s been

tapped to curate events for contemporary art

institutions, including the Getty Museum, MCA
25

Denver, and the Hammer Museum, where a

and Steve Reich, among many others.

group to national prominence.

harmonic, pera maha, Monday vening

vision of a more engaging classical music cul-

Radar, wasteLAnd, Brooklyn Art Song Society,

long-running wild Up residency brought the
Through it all, Rountree is guided by his

ture that blows up the old boxes. “I don’t have

Richard has performed with the LA Phil-

Concerts, Piano Spheres, Omaha Under the

Micro est, People Inside lectronics and aca-

enough tattoos to be the badboy provocateur

randa. Additional projects include productions

goal to dismantle the barriers to the artform,

Industry, The Hammer Museum, LACMA and

of classical music,” Rountree jokes. “But is the
and to build something entirely new—something bursting with life, contemporary rele-

vance and deep mindfulness That is exactly
what we’re doing.”

by eth Morrison Projects and LA pera, The
the Green Umbrella series. He is featured on

critically acclaimed recordings for Bridge, New
World, hat now A T, Populist, pfM NTUM
and

t ecords labels. ichard is a founding

member of gnarwhallaby, called “startlingly
versatile” by the NY Times in their Carnegie
Hall debut.

RICHARD VALITUTTO
RICHARD VALITUTTO

With a focus on contemporary keyboard

performance, including organ and harpsichord,
Grammy-nominated pianist Richard Valitutto is

a soloist, chamber musician, vocal accompanist,

GLORIA CHENG

and composing improvising creative. He has

GLORIA CHENG

a technical dexterity that have enabled him to

been a recitalist at the Ojai Festival, Tangle-

Adams, rian erneyhough, Sofia Gubaidulina,

William Kapell Festival and has performed

cultivated a stylistically omnivorous taste and

work with numerous composers including John
ohn Harbison, David Lang, Meredith Monk
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Grammy-winning pianist Gloria Cheng has

wood estival of Contemporary Music, and

on leading concert series including Carnegie

WILD UP
Hall’s Making Music, Cal Performances, San

Double Concerto for Piano and Harpsichord

Arts, as well as in New York’s club Poisson

Concerto for Prepared Piano and the world

conducted by Oliver Knussen, John Cage’s

Francisco Performances and Stanford Lively

ouge. Ms. Cheng was the last soloist to ap-

pear in the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion with the
LA Phil during its historic final concerts there
in 200 under Pierre oulez at Mr. oulez’s

personal invitation she performed Messiaen’s
Oiseaux exotiques with the orchestra. In 20
Cheng premiered the late Steven Stucky’s

,

Piano Sonata on the Piano Spheres series and
was featured in the 20

memorial tribute to

him directed by Esa-Pekka Salonen in Walt

Disney Concert Hall. She presented coast-tocoast screening recitals of M NTAG

Great

Film Composers and the Piano, often with

premiere of Esa-Pekka Salonen’s Dichotomie,

composed for and dedicated to her. She presents an annual recital on the Piano Spheres

series, performing on both piano and harpsi-

chord and collaborates often with the Calder
uartet and on the acaranda Music series

each season since 200 . Cheng’s countless

premieres, commissions and dedications come

from a varied and distinguished roster of com-

posers who include John Adams, Gerald Barry,
George enjamin, Gavin ryars, Daniel Strong
Godfrey, ohn Harbison, oan Huang, William
raft, Veronika rausas, Magnus Lindberg,

one or more of the celebrated composers in

James Newton Jr., Bernard Rands, Terry Riley,

guest on the LA Phil Green Umbrella series,

Taylor, Claude Vivier, Andrew Waggoner and

attendance. Ms. Cheng has been a frequent
performing works such as Elliott Carter’s

Carl Stone, Steven Stucky, Stephen Andrew
Gernot Wolfgang.
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LA SANTA CECILIA

PROGRAM

LA SANTA CECILIA

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18 | 8PM
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LA SANTA CECILIA
LA SANTA CECILIA

La Santa Cecilia started their career by ser-

enading passers by on the embellished corners

music, but still close to their Latin American
in uences and Mexican heritage.

La Santa Cecilia was thrown onto the map

of downtown Los Angeles’ Olvera Street. They

in 20

Grammy, toured from coast to coast, collabo-

first nomination at the Latin Grammy Awards

are a musical phenomenon that has won a

rated with Elvis Costello, appeared on Conan,
and most recently shared the stage with Led
Zeppelin’s John Paul Jones.

Named after the patron saint of music, La

Santa Cecilia is composed of accordionist and

requinto player ose Pepe’ Carlos, bassist Alex
enda a, percussionist Miguel

and vocalist La Marisoul.’

so’ amirez,

With captivating voice that sings about love,

with the release of their debut album

Noches y Citas. This album gave them their

for the single “La Negra.” It was also with this
release that they first voiced their sympathy

and support for various human rights movements, and have since used their music to
openly support these causes.

They followed that album with El Valor

in 20 2, which was named one of the best
albums of the year by NPR’s Alt Latino.

And then came the big one—Treinta Días.

loss and disappointment, the band has become

The album was recorded in 20

the United States, fully immersed in modern

direction, while holding true to themselves.

the voice of a new bicultural generation in

30

and showed

the band moving in a more sophisticated

They combined cumbia, reggae, soul, tango
and their L.A. spice to create an album that
went on to win the Grammy for Best Latin
ock Album, Alternative or Urban in 20

.

The album featured a song called ‘ICE (El

Hielo ’, which was a militant anthem on hu-

The Book of Life, directed by Mexican director
Guillermo del Toro.

The band is also highly synced, with songs

appearing in popular TV shows like Weeds,
Entourage, and The Bridge.

Marisoul was also featured as a guest

manizing the immigration tactics in the U.S.A.

performer on Pepe Aguilar’s MTV Unplugged,

panying video rang true to many who saw

a Ranchero artist. Pepe Aguilar later invited La

media outlets around the country, while the

rium in Mexico.

The song was controversial, and its accomit. The song received accolades from major

video was nominated for Video Of The Year at

which turned out to be the first Unplugged by

Santa Cecilia on stage at the National AuditoIn 20

, the band started dropping hints

Premios Lo Nuestro.

about a new album. During the summer, they

label debut with Someday New, released on

multi-Grammy-award winning Sebastian Krys.

In 20

, La Santa Cecilia made their major

Universal. The first single, La Cumbia Morada,” combined infectious pop melodies with
touches of cumbia.

n March 2 th of that same year, the band

released I Won’t Cry For You, produced by

The song plays with jazzy nuances, while juxtaposed with traditional sounding accordion
riffs and a tasteful pop melody.

“Calaverita” was released that fall. The

did something they never imagined—they per-

song is a tribute to the great Latin American

thousands of screaming fans.

of those we’ve lost.

formed at the legendary Vive Latino in front of
Summer 20

was a busy season for the

tradition of Day of the Dead,

in celebration

The band ended the year with a momentous

band. They presented their politically infused

appearance on Late Night with Conan O’ Brien,

LULAC (League of United Latin American

For You.”

video for Strawberry Fields Forever at the

Citizens luncheon in New ork, accompa-

where they played the new single “I Won’t Cry
More recently in anuary of 20

, the band

nied by none other than irst Lady Michelle

played Jeff Buck’s Todos Santos Festival in

the national anthem to the over , 00 Latino

by none other than Led Zeppelin’s own John

bama. La Marisoul had the honor of singing

leaders in attendance. Later that summer, the

band played the sold out Reventón festival for
over 20,000 people.

As if that wasn’t enough, La Santa Cecilia

hit the big screen. They recorded the song “Tu
Vida Es Un Escenario,” which was included
in the award-winning film Cantinflas and

collaborated with Gustavo Santaolalla on

The Apology Song for the animated hit film

Baja California, only to be joined on stage

Paul Jones on electric mandolin for a special
rendition of La Morena.

Buenaventura, was released in March 20

and garnered new nominations for last year’s
Latin Grammys and this year’s 20

Grammy

Awards. They’ll celebrate by releasing a brand

new album this Spring and starting their Latin
America and US tour.

www.lasantacecilia.com
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SHAOLIN WARRIORS
32

PROGRAM

SHAOLIN WARRIORS:
THE LEGEND CONTINUES

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19 | 3PM
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“... they combine the agility and grace of gymnasts with the
showmanship of Cirque du Soleil performers.”
—The Washington Post

SHAOLIN WARRIORS is a unique show

performed by masters of Kung Fu. In this fully
choreographed theatrical production, Shaolin

Warriors brings the remarkable skill, stunning

perfecting the art of hand-to-hand and weapons
combat, which allow them to perform feats one
thought only possible in the movies.

Shaolin Warriors toured the United States

movement and death-defying martial-arts

and Canada with great success in 2000, 2002,

Kung Fu masters have trained from a very

New ealand in 200 , 200 , 200 and 20

prowess to stages throughout the world. These
young age in mental and physical disciplines,
34

200 , 200 , 2009 and 20 2 Australia and
the United Kingdom, Ireland, Switzerland

SHAOLIN WARRIORS
and Serbia in 2009, 20

and 20

and In-

donesia, New ealand and Australia in 20
To date, Shaolin Warriors has entertained

.

more than one million audiences throughout
the world.

“…makes for a dazzling spectacle,
as was evident when the Shaolin
Warriors packed the Hummingbird
Centre for two shows!”
—The Toronto Star

With a tight touring schedule for the coming

years, the Kung Fu masters are ready to make
a triumphant return to the world.
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MARIA SCHNEIDER

PROGRAM

MARIA SCHNEIDER
ORCHESTRA

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22 | 8PM

MEDIA SPONSOR KJAZZ
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MARIA SCHNEIDER ORCHESTRA

REEDS
Steve Wilson
Dave Pietro
Rich Perry
Donny McCaslin
Scott Robinson
TRUMPETS/
FLUGELHORN
Greg Gisbert
onathan Heim
Nadje Noordhuis
Mike odriguez

GUITAR
Lage Lund
ACCORDION
Gary Versace
PIANO
Frank Kimbrough
DRUMS
Clarence Penn
CONDUCTOR
Maria Schneider
SOUND
Ken Jablonski

TROMBONES
eith ’ uinn
Ryan Keberle

Marshall Gilkes
George Flynn

MARIA SCHNEIDER’S music has been

hailed by critics as “evocative, majestic,

with over

groups from over 0 countries.

Schneider’s music blurs the lines between

magical, heart-stoppingly gorgeous, and

genres, making her long list of commissioners

tra became widely known starting in 99

Center, to The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra,

beyond categorization.” She and her orcheswhen they released their first recording, Evanescence. There, Schneider began to develop
her personal way of writing for what would
become her

-member collective, made up of

many of the finest musicians in jazz today, tailoring her compositions to distinctly highlight

quite varied, stretching from azz at Lincoln
to collaborating with David owie. She is

among a small few to have received Grammys
in multiple genres and the award in both jazz
and classical categories, as well as for her
work with David owie.

Schneider and her orchestra have a distin-

the uniquely creative voices of the group. The

guished recording career with 2 Grammy

festivals and concert halls worldwide. She

funding of projects has become a hallmark for

Maria Schneider

rchestra has performed at

herself has received numerous commissions
and guest-conducting invitations, working
38

nominations and five Grammy awards. Unique
Schneider through the trend-setting com-

pany, ArtistShare. Her album Concert in the

XXXXXXXXXXX

MARIA SCHNEIDER ORCHESTRA

“Maria Schneider is a national treasure.” —NPR
Garden 200

became historic as the first

recording to win a Grammy with Internet-only
sales. ven more significantly, it blazed the
crowd-funding trail as ArtistShare’s first

release. She’s been awarded many honors by
the azz ournalists Association, D WN
and A

AT

TIM S Critics and eaders Polls. In

20 2, her alma mater, the University of Min-

has also appeared on CNN and has been quot-

ed in numerous publications for her views

on Spotify, Pandora, digital rights and music
piracy. Most recently, she and concerned

colleagues in New York have launched a widespread campaign on behalf of music-makers,
MusicAnswers.org.

Her recent collaboration with her orchestra

nesota, presented Schneider with an honorary

and David owie resulted in his single called,

their esteemed Concert Music Award.

her a 20

music advocacy and in 20

orchestra also received a 20

doctorate, and in 20

ASCAP awarded her

Schneider has become a strong voice for
, she testified

before the US Congressional Subcommittee on
Intellectual Property about digital rights. She

Sue

r In A Season of Crime , and brought
Grammy

est Arrangement,

Instruments and Vocals . Schneider and her
Grammy for

their latest work, The Thompson Fields (Best
Large azz nsemble Album .
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THE NILE PROJECT

PROGRAM

THE NILE PROJECT

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25 |7PM
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NILE PROJECT ARTISTS
ADEL MEKHA—A widely-respected Nubian

percussionist and vocalist based in Cairo,

Mekha’s knowledge of traditional Nubian
rhythms and an expressive singing voice

have brought him work with a wide range of
ensembles and projects.

ASIA MADANI—A Sudanese vocalist and

IBRAHIM FANOUS—An Eritrean kraar

player and vocalist based in London, Fanous
began his vocal training at a young age in

Eastern Sudan in three different languages—
Arabic, Tegrenia and Amharic. He performs

internationally throughout North Africa and
Europe.

KASIVA MUTUA—Kenyan percussionist

percussionist residing in Cairo, Madani grew

and singer Mutua may have learned drum-

played oud and a professional percussionist

oped her own knack for powerful beats. One

who has appeared at many international

playing can tell a story on its own or keep a

up surrounded by music with a father that

as a brother. She is a captivating performer
festivals.

DAVE OTIENO—One of Kenya’s leading

guitarists,

tieno is uent in the enga style

common to the Lake Victoria region. He has
toured throughout Africa and Europe and

recently performed at the Folklife Festival at
the Smithsonian, Washington D.C.
42

ming from her grandmother but has devel-

of Kenya’s leading drummers, her expressive
band perfectly in the pocket.

MICHEAL BAZIBU—A member of Ugan-

da’s leading traditional music and dance
company, Ndere, for the past

years, azibu

plays several traditional Ugandan stringed
and percussion instruments with virtuosic
grace.

THE NILE PROJECT
MOHAMED ABOZEKRY

Despite his

tender years, this Egyptian oud player has a

stunning command of his instrument, as well
as an open ear for other forms, skills that

got him a recent album deal with Harmonia
Mundi.

NADER EL SHAER—Born in the culturally

rich town of Port Said, Egypt, El Shaer taught
himself accordion and ney, only to fall in love

with the tones of the kawala (end-blown cane
ute and its role in Arabic classical music.
SALEEB FAWZY

orn in Minya, gypt,

vocalist and percussionist Fawzy has a

deep knowledge of Coptic church hymns

and has toured throughout Europe and the

Arab world. He is currently working on the
Tawasol project, helping people to learn
through art.

SELAMNESH ZEMENE

Hailing from a

long line of unique culture bearers in North-

ern Ethiopia, this young singer has brought
her traditions to collaborations with indie
darlings like Debo and and The x.

STEVEN “SOGO” IRAMBONA—Born in

Burundi, Steven Irambona started to play the
guitar and sing at an early age. He is a World
ank Musical Ambassador for urundi and

a popular voice of the people. Irambona has
lived in exile in the USA since 20

.

NILE BACKGROUND
The Nile, one of the world’s most iconic

rivers, has captivated the imagination of
millions throughout time. Originating in

two sources—Lake Victoria in East Africa

and Lake Tana in the Ethiopian highlands—
the ,

0-kilometer river ows northward

through a diversity of climates, landscapes
and cultures before passing through Egypt

and emptying into the Mediterranean Sea.
43

“A Committed, euphoric international coalition.”
—The New York Times

Its

0 million inhabitants are projected to

Tremendous political capital has been ex-

double within the next 25 years, placing an

pended to draft the Nile Cooperative Frame-

that is tied to all aspects of life, from the food

govern water distribution and infrastructure

ever-increasing demand for Nile water water

on tables to the electricity that powers homes
to people’s health. Even now, people living
along the Nile are vulnerable to water-re-

lated hardships. At least five nations in the

Nile Basin are facing water stress. Seven of
the

Nile countries continue to suffer from

undernourishment rates higher than 0 .
Less than 0

of basin residents have access

to electricity. The core issue at hand is how to
peacefully allocate Nile Basin water among

nations with different needs and priorities,

work Agreement, an international treaty to
projects differently from the existing 9 9

Egyptian-Sudanese treaty giving Egypt the
majority water right annually. While the

agreement has yet to win mutual consensus,

the arduous negotiation process has exposed
the deep-seated mistrust between countries,
the absence of opportunities for citizen-led
dialogue and the lack of a unified identity

and vision for the future development of a
shared Nile ecosystem.

The Nile River Basin is wrought with

whose populations are all skyrocketing.

political, environmental, economic and social

contributed to a geopolitical con ict between

ter address the myriad challenges it faces. As

This mounting resource scarcity has

upstream and downstream riparian states.
44

challenges requiring a new approach to bet-

regional tensions are, the Nile Project offers

THE NILE PROJECT

a unique grassroots strategy to effectively

mobilize thousands of people across the Nile
Basin and beyond in constructive cross-cultural dialogue and collaboration.

ABOUT THE NILE PROJECT
The Nile Project is transforming the Nile

con ict by inspiring, educating and empowering an international network of university

students to cultivate the sustainability of their

series of community choirs applying the same
principles across the Nile Basin.
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM

A suite of student activities including a year-

long fellowship program, university chapters
and local community projects in cities across
the Nile Basin.

NETWORK PROGRAM

ecosystem. The project’s model integrates

An international network of scholars, execu-

novation to engage students across disciplines

collaborative solutions to food sustainability in

music, education, dialogue, leadership and inand geographies.

MUSIC PROGRAM

An expanding Collective of artists from the
Nile countries redefining principles of

cross-cultural musical collaboration. Also a

tives and policymakers focusing on developing
the Nile Basin.

For more information:
nileproject.org

facebook.com/nileproject
twitter.com/nileproject
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ASPEN SANTA
FE BALLET
New work by Cherice Barton
Little mortal jump by Alejandro Cerrudo
Sleepless by Jiří Kylián

Fri Mar 3 | 8PM

VPACatCSUN

ART GALLERY

KATHI FLOOD
JANUARY 14  MARCH 3, 2017
VPAC ART GALLERY | LOGE LEVEL

athi lood’s quirky etching collages categorize and comment on urban behavior

in Los Angeles. New work in this show includes cramming-jamming commuter

strategies, the clogging effects of multi-use housing and pointless dialogues with
telemarketers. Her narrative visual sociology employs etchings, drawings, fibers,
text and gutterwalk findings.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ARTIST VISIT: KATHIFLOOD.COM
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THE VALLEY’S PRESENTER
OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICALS

McCoy Rigby Entertainment
Fri Mar 10 | 8PM
Sat Mar 11 | 3&8PM
Sun Mar 12 | 3PM

VPACatCSUN

ARTS EDUCATION

A BUSY TIME IN
ARTS EDUCATION…
STUDENT MATINEES

JAZZREACH: Two educational programs
focused on the history of Jazz and The Blues
The Blues program: Yes, Indeed
Jazz program: Stolen Moments: The First 100
Years of Jazz
Thursday February 2, 2017
THE NILE PROJECT: Straight from the heart
of Africa, 2 artists and nations come
together for a concert of infectious
rhythms and joyous melodies
Friday, February 24
SPONSORED BY SHARI TARVERBEHRING
AND JOHN BEHRING

MASTER CLASSES

THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER WITH TAKE 6

Two of the most acclaimed vocal groups
in pop music
Thursday, February 9
MARIA SCHNEIDER

Multi-Grammy winning composer and
Big Band leader
Wednesday, February 22
THE NILE PROJECT

These artists share the Nile River, and they
share a message of culture unity and global
sustainability
Thursday, February 23

JAZZ REACH

THE NILE PROJECT

MARIA SCHNEIDER
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VALLEY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER FOUNDING DONORS
CORNERSTONE FOUNDERS
$5,000,000+

Linda and Mike Curb ’

oseph Drown oundation

Larry Layne and Sheelagh Boyd
, Hon. D. ’09

FOUNDERS

Muriel Pollia oundation

FOUNDING BENEFACTORS
$100,000  $499,999

$1,000,000  $4,999,999

Mary ’

and ack ayramian

ean and David leming Hon. D. ’09

Sheila and Stanford L.

Kurland Family Foundation

The alph M. Parsons oundation
Nancy and Clyde Porter

Nextel Communications

ffice of Supervisor ev aroslavsky

$500,000  $999,999

The Ahmanson Foundation

ffice of Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich

CSUN Foundation Board

ollett Higher ducation Group

osephine ’

, M ’ 0 and obert arbera

Dr. Ami and emo elli

California Community Foundation
CSUN Alumni Association
Robbi and Rickey Gelb
Lawrence K. Gould, Jr.
The Green Foundation

HGA Architects and ngineers

Mary and Samuel ond Haskell, III
Sherry and Albert Lapides M ’
Virginia Mancini

MGM and UA Service Company
National Notary Association
Northern Trust, NA

Lisa and Charles Noski ’

, M ’9 ,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT!
Hon. D ’0

Valerie and Sanford P. Paris

aren Dunbar- nzer ’

aleh ’

JoAnn and Leonard Roth

Ilene and Stanley Gold

State Farm Insurance

John Golisch ’72

da and obin ousselet ’ 9, M ’9 , M ’ 0

U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman
ob Stiefel ’

and d Imparato

Manja and Dennis Swanson
Milt ’

and Debbie Valera

Valley Alliance for the Arts
Walter Lantz Foundation
Wells Fargo

FOUNDING
DISTINGUISHED PATRONS
$25,000  $99,999

ADP oundation

Edythe and Eli Broad
Linda Brown

Nancy Cartwright

Charlene and Burton Sperber Foundation

and arl nzer ’

and Galen temad

Goldman Sachs & Co.

Cynthia Haas Griffeth ’

and

William C. Griffeth ’ 0

lizabeth Levitt Hirsch

Horace Heidt ig ands oundation
Janet and Benjamin Kaplan
llie and Mark Lainer

lizabeth and Howard Layne

Marla and Cary Lefton

Dr. olene oester and Dr. Myron W. Lustig
rika and Gus Manders ’

Timothy Miklaucic and Ana Loehnert
Miller, aplan, Arase
Barry J. Nadell

Co., LLP

Walter J. Perez, Calif. Industrial Grp. Corp.
Samuel Goldberg & Sons Foundation, Inc.
Stern Family Foundation

Valley Presbyterian Hospital

VPAC GREAT HALL

TICKETS & ORDERING
ONLINE
VALLEYPERFORMINGARTSCENTER.ORG

Sign up for My VPAC Account Manager.
My VPAC Account Manager is Valley Performing Art Center’s way of providing you
the best service to take care of your ticketing
subscription online. Visit the site to sign up
today. You may renew or purchase a new
subscription with this feature.

IN PERSON
VPAC TICKET OFFICE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, NORTHRIDGE
18111 NORDHOFF STREET
NORTHRIDGE, CA 913308448

The Ticket ffice is located to the north
of Valley Performing Arts Center’s courtyard
on Orange Grove Walk across from the
Matador ookstore. Patrons may park in the
G Parking Structure located on elzah and
Prairie streets.

HOURS OF OPERATION
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY,
11 A.M.  4 P.M.
(HOURS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

MEDIA SPONSORS

WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING
SPONSORS AND PARTNERS FOR THESE EVENTS

Southern California Public Radio

CONNECT WITH US!
Want the latest information and special offers
from VPAC Make sure you sign up for our
e-newsletter.

VPACatCSUN

Just visit our website and click the option on
the upper-right hand corner.
We know you’ll enjoy it!
VALLEYPERFORMINGARTSCENTER.ORG
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PORTER PAVILION

JOIN US!
Valley Performing Arts Center’s generous

membership (full-season subscribers are in

education for young students to a sustainable

evening performances, with complimentary

supporters make it all happen—from arts

future for VPAC’s extensive programs and
state-of-the-art facility.

VPAC loves to shower its supporters with

recognition and perks, so please consider

joining our family. In addition to invitations
to special events, annual contributions
of 2, 00 qualify for Porter Pavilion
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for

, 00 . Porter Pavilion is open before

drinks and a quiet place to sit with friends.

For more information on how to make a
gift to VPAC, please call 818.677.8849.

IN VENUE DINING OPTIONS

BISTRO ON THE TERRACE

CONCESSIONS IN THE LOBBY

oin us on the th loor alcony level for
a gourmet bistro bite, a glass of wine and a
spectacular view of the Valley. Open most
evenings weather permitting one hour
before the show and closing 5 minutes
before curtain.

Light fare and drinks available before the
show and open during intermissions
by show basis .
Avoid waiting in line and pre-pay for your
intermission food and beverage in person
before the performance begins!

NEW VPAC DRINK TUMBLERS
You may now bring a beverage into the concert!
Available for purchase at concessions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
STEPHANIE GOODSON AT 8186772076
OR CSUN.EDU/ORANGEGROVEBISTRO

BISTRO ON THE TERRACE

VALLEY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 2016-17 LINEUP

9/30

Tyne Daly in DEAR WORLD

10/2

Shadowland by Pilobolus

10/5

Philharmonia Orchestra, London
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Conductor

10/6

Drums of India
Free Performance

10/8

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra
with Wynton Marsalis

10/14

An Evening with Kelli O’Hara

10/16

Aida Cuevas with
Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles

10/23 YOLA (Youth Orchestra LA)
10th Anniversary Tour
10/29

Ragamala Dance Company,
Written in Water
Onstage Performance

11/1

VOTE OR DIE LAUGHING
with Culture Clash and more!

11/3

José James

11/5

John Lennon, The Fab Faux
Celebrate a Life in Songs

11/10
&12

Serj Tankian
Performing with CSUN Symphony

11/17

Leslie Odom Jr.

11/20

Akram Khan Company Chotto Desh

12/2

Vienna Boys Choir Christmas in Vienna

12/3

Fiesta Mexicana: Feliz Navidad

12/7

Choir of Trinity Wall Street,
Handel’s Messiah

12/9

Beyond La Bamba: A New American Sound,
with Las Cafeteras

12/11

Danú, A Christmas Gathering:
Féile Na Nollag

12/13

Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center

12/17

The Hot Sardines Holiday Stomp

1/14

AMERICAN BERSERK
A Celebration of John Adams

1/ 22

Hansel & Gretel:
A Wickedly Delicious Musical Treat

2/3

St. Lawrence String Quartet
Onstage Performance

2/9

The Summit: The Manhattan
Transfer and Take 6

2/16

wild Up, Christopher Rountree,
Conductor, Hallelujah Junction
& Shaker Loops by John Adams
Onstage Performance

2/18

La Santa Cecilia

2/19

SHAOLIN WARRIORS:
THE LEGEND CONTINUES

2/22

Maria Schneider Orchestra

2/25

Global Currents
Celebrating World Cultures &
Earth’s Shared Resources
Free Performance

2/25

The Nile Project

3/3

Aspen Santa Fe Ballet

3/10-12 WEST SIDE STORY
3/16

St. Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra

3/25

Buster Keaton’s The General
New West Symphony

4/2

Colburn Orchestra
Free Performance

4/13

Doc Severinsen and His Big Band

4/19

Taj Express: The Bollywood
Musical Revue

4/22

Lila Downs
with Monsieur Periné

5/5-7

MAN OF LA MANCHA

5/13

Martha Graham and American Music

ValleyPerformingArtsCenter.org

